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Walnut had a great science lesson this week. 
Oskar: We went outside to look for bugs so we could 
see them with a magnifying glass, we collected them in 
a pooter then let them loose again. 
Quintin: I scared Ms Cray by pretending I had a spider 
in my hand it was funny. I really enjoyed the lesson, we 
did the food chain. Mrs Hewitt said my work was really 
good. 
Mayson: We were looking for bugs under rocks and 
sucked them up in a pooter. 
Jasmine: We were outside looking for bugs and picked 
them up in a strange thing called a pooter. 
Amy: We were looking for insects under rocks outside. 
Alexis: I hoovered up insects and spiders in a pooter, 
I’ve never used one before 
Sanah:  I hoovered up a small fly and some ants. 
Oskar:  We collected bugs in a pooter then put them 

Walnut News 

Maple Class  
This week in English, we have 
been reading our new story Vlad 
and the Great fire of London. It is 
a story about Boxton (the rat) 
and Vlad (the flea) who are best 
friends but are trapped in the 
Great Fire of London! We started 
by completing an independent 
cold write about our weekends 
to see what we already know. 
Then we have been answering 
questions about the story and 
‘talking the text’ (acting out the 
story) We have really enjoyed 
this story. 
Adam:  My favourite was when 
Boxton was asleep in the fire and 

Vlad has to bite him because it was the funniest one. 
Kieran:  I like the fire because I like fire! 
Chibunna:  The sky was building up with smoke and the 
fire was spreading quickly and they needed to run away 
from the fire! The smoke was curling into the sky and 
there was this man in the garden and they saw him 
hiding cheese and Boxton saw cheese and he ate some 
crumbs of cheese and then they kept on running until 
they got to the river Thames. 
Saira:  My favourite part was when Vlad woke up Boxton 
and when he went through the door he couldn’t fit—

that was really funny. 
Tyrese:  I liked when Boxton and Vlad squeezed in the 
door because its funny, 
Skye: I like when Boxton was running to the lake 
because it was exciting   
Keith:  The best part was using the sign language to act 
out the story. Boxton and Vlad are best friends. They 
went to the baker shop, it was the best part. 
Alex:  My favourite was doing the sign language to act 
the story. 
Jerome:  So when there was Boxton and Vlad and they 
were going to the bakers shop and Vlad eat people’s 
blood. In the bakery they ate crumbs. Then the fire went 
to the baker and the houses were burning. 
Cody: Vlad is too small. 

In PE, Acer Class have 
been using the Fitness 
suite. We have looked at 
and tried different 
machines. We learnt 
how to use them safely. 
Marcus: I went running 
on the running machine 

but I didn’t like the rowing machine.  
Oliver: I went on the cross trainer. I was safe by holding 
on tight.  
Lolu: Row, row, row your boat. 
Allen: I tried to lift heavy weights to not get fat from 
eating too many Nutella sandwiches.  
Josh: I was rowing. It was moving backwards and 
forwards.  
Ben: I used the hand weights to make my muscles 
bigger.  
Harry:  

Acer Class 

Pupils and staff have had another amazing week at Grange Academy.  Primary have been busy learning about 
the Great Fire of London which is their curriculum topic this term.  Classes have been researching and talking 

about Black History Month.  Students have also been enjoying our new revamped library which is now a 
wonderful, calm space for pupils to enjoy their love of reading.  Next week I am sure we will be hearing all 

about our Hello Yellow day for mental health awareness.   



Oak Class  

Beech Class  

Elm Class  

This week we have been exploring our Great Fire of London 
topic more with Mrs Didlick. We have learnt about Samuel 
Pepys. 
Kaschan: I made the great fire of London diary entry and I 
liked it a little but I didn’t like it a lot and the quill was smooth. 
Naomi:  I felt happy because I was excited to finish and I 
worked very hard. 
Kyle: It was good but the noise was annoying and it was 

squeaky and scratchy and it made my arms feel funny. 
James: I felt proud of my work because I tried hard and I did lots of writing. 
Baron: My writing was good and I was really proud of myself and I tried my hardest. 
Ben: I gotta say it was very hard because I couldn’t form my letters right with the quill. 
Jake: I found it hard to start with but I changed my quill to a pen because it was hard. 
Harry: I had a lot of comedy in my diary because I wanted to make it funny and hilarious. 
Lucas: I wrote about Samuel Pepys and I used a quill for my paper and I wanted to hide my cheese in the garden. 
Ashantey: I was writing the same as Samuel Pepys and I liked using the quill. I also added Jane because she was a 
Scullery Maid.   
 

This week we 
have been 
learning about 
Black History 
Month.  October 
is Black History 
Month in the UK, 
an event that 
has been 
celebrated 
nationwide for 
more than 30 
years. The month 

was originally founded to recognise the contributions 
that people of African and Caribbean backgrounds 
have made to the UK over many generations.  Now, 
Black History Month has expanded to include the history 
of not just African and Caribbean people but black 
people in general.  We have learnt a lot about Black 
History Month in Topic, Form Time and even PE. 
Logan:  Black History Month is in October.  We celebrate 
achievements throughout history of black people.  It 
helps stop racism.    
Oumar: It wasn’t fair that black people didn’t have the 
same rights as white people.  It’s crazy to think that you 
would have to give up your seat on a bus because of 
the colour of your skin.  Rosa Parks broke the rules and 
was arrested for sitting at the front of the bus but it led 
to a positive change for black people. 
Kailey: In PE we learnt about Ama Agbeze who is an 
England netball player.  She was captain when England 
won the gold medal at the 2018 Commonwealth 

Games 
Tamsin: George Floyd was a 
black man killed in America by 
a white police officer which 
sparked the Black Lives Matter 
protests. 
Chloe:  Will Smith is important 
to American History because 
he was an average boy who 
reached for his dreams and 
started off by doing what he 
enjoyed doing.  He is a famous 
actor.  He donated money to 
Barak Obama’s election 
campaign.  I learnt about Mary Seacole.  She was a 
British-Jamaican nurse during the Crimean War. 
Kade:  Black History Month is a celebration of black 
people’s achievements and rights.  I am inspired by 
Barak Obama because he was the first black president. 
Allan:  Nelson Mandela was elected as South Africa’s 
president – the country’s first black head of state.  He 
won the Noble Peace Prize in 1993. 
John:  I learnt about George Washington Carver.  He 
was born a slave but became a scientist.  He made 
lives better for black people. 
Grigoriy:  Bishop Wilfred Wood was the Bishop of 
Croydon.  He was the first black bishop in the Church of 
England.  He came second in the ‘100 Great Black 
Britons’ list in 2004. 
Sohaib:  Black History Month helps prevent prejudice 
against black people.   It is about equality and hopes to 
end racism. 

This week, we scheduled a visit to our newly refurbished library space. We took our 
favourite books from Oak class, and enjoyed relaxing in the fantastic new space. 
Oak enjoyed looking at both fiction and non-fiction books, and relished the 
opportunity to reconnect with our love for reading. 
Ryan: It’s time for the library. They have the book, could be Bedtime Stories. This one 
looks better. 
Jacob: I had the monster books that have puppets in them. It has an orange guy in 
it. There was a sassy frog too 
Alfie: The library is really good and looks super cool. There are comfy chairs and 
loads of books we can read. I think this library is the most 
amazing thing ever, it’s so cool. 
Ashmit: It’s a fairy garden book! So happy, I like book. 
Steven: I’m looking [in a book] about people long ago, when 
we were cave men and used to hunt. I wonder why we used 
to hunt? 
Ibrahim: It looks better because the books are different. Our 
whole class can sit on the comfy chairs, it’s so nice. It feels 
relaxing. 

Amelia: It’s nice! The decorations – I like the colours. 
Aishah: Because we got new books it’s called “I need a new bum” and “I broke my bum!” 
You know it? It’s like this! The books are looking like Bangladesh! Look it’s Punjabi. (Aishah 
noticed the different languages on some of the books) 
Jeffrey: The best is books. The books feel good. This one is soft – let’s find the soft parts. 



This week in readiness for Hello Yellow mental health and wellbeing day, we 
have been talking in class about things that we enjoy and make us feel 
good. Part of our discussion was about what parts of our school week we 
enjoy and look forward to. Hazel class would like to share with you the 
things they have enjoyed this week at Grange….. 
Rebecca:  This week I really enjoyed maths because we are learning about 
subtraction. I really enjoy maths because it’s fun. It’s really fun because it’s 
my favourite lesson. 
Taylon:  I like cooking because I got star baker and had some biscuits. I like 
D.T. because we are doing the kitchen garden. 
Kirsty:  My favourite lessons are English and science because I like 

experiments and I like writing at school. I’m enjoying my new lessons in Hazel class. This is a great class. I like the set 
up that is different to my old class Walnut. It’s good to have a change. 
Kieran:  I really enjoyed cooking because we made shortbread biscuits and worked as a group. I tried some and it 
tastes very nice. I gave some to my mum and she loved it. 
Ethan:  I liked performing arts because we got to choose our favourite song. 
I like when we did I.C.T. because we go on the computers. 
Abiah:  I enjoyed English because it is fun. I enjoy it because we read a 
story. We read a story about Snow White, but not the normal one! 
Callum:  I liked D.T. this week because we are working more on the Kitchen 
Garden and I like being creative. I learnt in D.T. that if we are careful and 
take our time we will get the Kitchen Garden finished. 
Anna:  I really enjoyed P.E. this week. We did the Cooper Run. The reason 
why I enjoyed it was because we did some passing and shooting. It was 
because we did netball. I learnt that passing and shooting are very 
important when it comes to actual games. 
Dawid:  I enjoyed P.E. because the exercise is good for you. In P.E. we are 
doing the Cooper Run. We are doing the Cooper Run to have better health 
and more stamina. In P.E. we are doing netball. It is a fast paced game. 

Hazel News 

Cedar News 

This week in English Cedar have been preparing for a 
discussion that will be assessed for their Functional Skills 
Level 1 exam. After detailed research and 
preparation, they got into groups for the formal 
discussion. 
Skye: We were researching what a makes good 
holiday. We went on the internet to find things out. 
Kelsey: We made a Powerpoint, we had to add 
‘because’ so that we put in extra information. 
Chiara: We had to see why they were good places to 
go on holiday with a family. I picked Spain because it 
is quite sunny and a lot of people go there because it 
is fun. Families can go to water parks or on trips. 
RJ: We had a discussion about the family holiday, we 
used our notes to help us.  
Lex: We had to ask each other questions about the 
holiday and answer questions too. We had to be 
respectful and polite. 
Giovanni: In the discussion, we were told to answer 
questions. Also we had to ask questions of other 
people to get more information. 
April: The discussion went well, because it was 
interesting to know what other people chose for 
families. I chose Italy because you could try new 
foods but also children like Italian food already. 
Josiah: I chose Portugal as my suggestion because I 
went there back in 2016 so I could explain what it was 
like. I spoke about going to the beach and exploring 
the rock pools. 

Pine class are learning all 
about the human body 
systems. 
Ashlee: This week I have 
learned how my bones 
protect my body. If I fall 
over and hit my head my 
skull will protect my brain. 
Jamie: My ribs protect my 
heart and lungs from 
getting damaged. If I had 
an accident, it is possible 
my ribs could pierce my 
lungs and I would have to 
go to hospital to get it 
repaired. 

Daniela: This week I have been learning about bones in 
my body. I didn’t know that I had hip, thighs and shin 
bones until we were learning about the bones on our 
skeleton.  
Gabriel: My ribs protect my heart. My heart pumps 
blood around my body to keep me alive. If I didn’t have 
a heart, I would not be here. 
Irfanul: My brain stores memories of when I was young. It 
helps me think in lessons 
and it helps my body to 
move. 
Isaiah: My lungs help me 
to breathe but they have 
to work harder when I 
wear my mask. 
Ewan: I have been 
learning about the 
functions of the human 
body. The stomach helps 
us to digest food, it breaks 
it down and then goes 
through the small intestine 
and out of the body. 

Pine Class  



Sycamore News 

Ash Class  

Palm class, over the last few 
weeks, have been working 
hard in P.E. to develop their 
track and field skills that will 
lead up to a mini Olympic 
games. 
They have been practising 
their sprinting, hurdling, 
jumping and throwing 
techniques in their P.E. 
lessons. Palm have enjoyed 
competing in a friendly and 
sporting manner. 
Demaris: I enjoyed the 

events and I was really good at the javelin. 
Daniel:  I liked it when I was jumping in the hall, Mr 
Kilcoyne told me to jump like a frog, that was funny. 
Parvir:  I enjoyed doing the standing long jump the most, I 
had to bend my knees swing my arms and then jump as 
far as I could. 
Tino:  I liked doing the hurdles, trying to jump over them 
was fun. 
Patryk: I got to do lots 
of running and I was 
good at the hurdles. 
Bradley: I enjoyed 
competing against 
my class mates and I 
am looking forward 
to the Olympics! 
Alex: I tried my best 
at the different 
events. 
Katie: I was quite 
good at the long 
jump but not so good 
at Javelin. 

Palm Class  

We had the pupil parliament elections last week, we are pleased to announce that Ben is now our representative, 
we are very happy and proud, well done Ben! 
Jessica:  Congratulations to Ben for becoming school parliament rep. I think that Ben will be good a good 
representative because he is kind and trustworthy. 
Tommy: Congratulations to Ben on becoming our pupil parliament representative. I think that Ben will take the role 

seriously and will represent us well in the meetings. 
Darren-Lee:  I am glad Ben will be our rep for Sycamore class. 
The student parliament is good for telling people our ideas. 
Ben:  I am happy that I won the election and am ready to be 
the voice of Sycamore class. James was a close second I would 
have been happy for him if he had won the election. 
James: Do you know why I voted for Ben? …… He is very good 
at spreading the word! 
Tia: I think Ben will be good because he is Ben! I like Ben he is a 
good person. 
Mr Eden: I think that Ben will listen to his friends and put forward 
their ideas honestly. 
Mrs Porter: Well done Ben I am super proud of you, you delivered 
a great speech to the class and the winning vote was well 
deserved. I look forward to seeing you represent Sycamore class 
over the next year. 

This week Ash class have been listening to the story 
‘Lost and Found’. We have used images from the story 
and colourful semantics to label characters and make 
sentences based on what happens. 
Lucy:  The boy is on the umbrella 
Alex:  Boy, Penguin, Ice. 
Carter:  The penguin swimming on ice. 
Joshua: Penguin, boy, ice. 
Hamza: The boy on umbrella. 
Aneyk:  The boy swimming on ice. 
Olivia:   

Willow Class 

This week in Willow class we have been learning 
about Samuel Pepys and the diary he wrote about 
the great fire of London. We have created our own 
fact file about Samuel Pepys and even had a go at 
writing with our own quills which he used to write his 
diary.  
Robert: Samuel Pepys wrote a diary about the Fire of 
London. 
Tristan: He wrote his diary in 1666. He wrote with a 
quill and we read part of his diary. 
Kaiden: Samuel Pepys wrote his diary with a quill. He 
was a member of parliament. 
Courtney: He buried cheese to save it from the fire. 
Max: He watched people escape on boats from the 
fire. 
Robin:  He liked writing 
in his diary. He used a 
feather called a quill. 
Its easy to write with a 
quill I made a scribble 
picture. 
Kaleem:  He writes with 
a feather. I did it too. 
Hannah:  He was born 
in London and wrote 
about the fire. He 
worked in the Navy 
too. 
Jordan: We found 
feathers. 
Ruby:  Samuel Pepys 
works for the king and 
wrote about the 
plague and the great 
fire of London.  



Attendance 

Grange Diary Dates 

Sign of the Week 
Grange Academy have introduced a British Sign Language sign of the week.  Please 

practice this with your children. 
You will find this information on our website  www.grange.beds.sch.uk 

You will find this information on the school website. Each week there will be a new link for 
the sign and a image and video on who to sign it. 

The sign for week w/c w/c 19th October 2020 is:  Cereal 
https://www.signbsl.com/sign/cereal 

 
Instructions:  Cupped secondary hand held in front of body. Primary hand mimes eating with a spoon from a bowl.  

Each week a pupil at Grange Academy will 
give us their thoughts and comments on the 

Article of the Week. 
Skye (Cedar) 

To keep us safe during Covid we were 
isolating.  We use hand sanitiser and masks, I 

feel safe in school. 

UNICEF: Rights Respecting 
Schools Gold School 
Article of the Week 

Please talk to your children 
about the articles each 

week. 
Article 6 

You have the right to be alive.  

Half Tem Monday 26th October—Friday 30th 

Pupils Return to School Monday 2nd November 2020 

What a fantastic week of attendance.  5 classes 
have achieved 100% attendance.  They are Elm, 

Palm, Pine, Cedar and Acer.  Well done. 

Other Notices 

Reminder—please return photo permission letters so 
we know how your child’s photo can be used in 

school. 

At Grange Academy all staff and pupils celebrate the main 
values of Belong, Believe and Achieve. Each fortnight the 
whole school will focus on one of the values under these 
headings. This term we will be exploring all of the values that 
help us to feel that we Believe in the school community. 
The value for w/c 19th October 2020 is belong (kindness) 

James B and Ben told Lucas that his effort and work was 
“amazing and insane” because he had tried so hard with all 

his writing.  Miss Breare 
Max in Acer gave his glue stick to a peer to borrow. Mrs 

Heritage 
Jake in Elm class was really kind and patient showing Kyle how 
to do the warm up ' Hot Potato' activity in PE. Mrs Didlick 

Grange Values 


